Abstract-This paper will describe the concept of fall detection framework for smart home environment which will focus on elderly people. We also discuss and compared general fall detection system and fall detection framework that been implemented. The study of this paper will also help to get understanding about indoor fall detection techniques, advantages, drawbacks and the challenges to enhance near in the future.
I. INTRODUCTION
Falls are the major cases among elderly people which lead to hospitalization. According to author [2] , almost half of older adults who fall experience a minor injury, and rest will experience a more serious injury such as a fracture. This may consider as an accident, but the time taken for the aid arrive is important in order the provide treatment for elderly people. Most of fall cases had bring to severe injuries and even dead because of late arrival of help. Many of these injuries happen within the home and the risk of major health decline due to falls can be reduced through home aid assistance technology.
However in the paper we will discuss the recently used framework which helps to contribute detecting falls and also will discuss the advantages and limitations of the framework for enhancing current technique and implement future challenges.
II. RELATED WORK
Fall detection framework has evolved in past years. There are several new elements inside the framework has been added and refined. According to author [6] fall detection framework can be categories as wearable based, non-wearable based such as ambient and vision and the last is fusion or hybrid based combination of wearable and nonwearable based fall detection. Each of these framework developed using the basic fall detection framework which shown in figure 1. All these has a similarities to increase the fall detection accuracy and reduce false fall detection. The differences between the frameworks are the method and approach being used to detect and classify the fall.
A. Wearable Based Framework
According to author [6] he had introduced a hybrid fall detection framework for wearable device. In his approach he implement machine learning method with both machine learning and rule-based knowledge representation. A time control mechanism integrated into the framework allows a fall detection in real-time. The wearable device was placed on waist to detect various type of falls. The main disadvantages of wearable devices are elderly people not feeling comfortable of wearing the device on waist all the time. In future the device should design to wear as a watch, necklace or even embedded into the body where they don't aware of the device connected to the body makes them feels comfortable.
B. Non-Wearabe Based Framework
Non-wearable device can be in the form of vison using camera or ambient using environment monitoring sensors such as pressure sensor or PIR motion sensors. According to author [9] he has developed a fall detection using Wi-Fi connectivity. The proposed framework will sense the data, learn the type of fall and alert the fall. This method had achieved 90 percent detection precision with a false alarm rate of 15 percent. The main drawback of this framework is it only can be used to detect and monitor single person activity and it will cost more to implement the training database using learning methods for multiple person.
C. Fusion based Framework
Fusion based fall detection framework a new approach being using nowadays. A combinations of more than one method or approach can be classified as fusion method. According to author [7] he proposed a non-wearable fusion technique which he add vibrator sensor on floor to detect fall and also used Wi-Fi connection to monitor and detect the movement and activity. The main drawbacks is the distance between object and the access point. Need to setup more nodes if the distance is more than 3 meters.
III. PROPOSED FALL DETECTION FRAMEWORK
Based on our analysis on frameworks, we would like to propose a new enhanced framework for fusion based fall detection using wearable devices. Besides detecting fall in high accuracy, we would like to emphasis on machine learning which will the framework to monitor the elderly people's movement and study the walking pattern. This also will help to predict the fall before it happens.
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IV. CHALLENGES
Development of fall detection has been increased in past years but there are some limitation to overcome. Standardization, lack of standard data to test and compare results .Convenient wearable devices should produce, most of the researcher heavily relay on smartphone sensors and the bigger wearable devices and not convenient to wear especially on waist. In future researcher should implement smaller device which the elderly people will not aware of wearing it.
V. CONCLUSION
There are a lot of frameworks was been developed past years, in this paper the proposed fall detection framework will more focusing on learing module which helps to monitor elderly people's movement and predict fall. Besides that our aim is to overcome the challenges discussed in this paper.
